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从句。 Different people have different views on opportunity. Some

people think that there are few opportunities in the world, while

others argue that everybody will have some kind of opportunity

along his life route. When it comes to traveling, some of people will

choose to go on a self-tour while others want to go on a package

tour. 2.Those who⋯句型。 Those who are in favor of the Internet

claim that it has a lot of advantages. Those who are opposed to the

Internet hold that disadvantages are many. 3. 倒装句 Only when all

of us join in the efforts of eliminating cheating at all levels can we

expect to have a cleaner society and a more beautiful future. Only if

we get prepared can we seize the opportunities instead of letting

them slip by, just as the saying goes, “Opportunities are only for the

prepared minds”. Only by planning his time carefully can he

improve efficiency and make achievements. Only in this way can we

master the writing skills step by step. 4.条件状语从句 He will make

the right choice if he knows his goal in life and how to make

decisions according to the goal. ⋯so long as we can make use of it

properly, it can be most helpful for us in many aspects. 5.强调句

First of all, the main financial support comes from parents and other

family members. For all the years it is they who give the student

courage and determination to hold on and excel. It is not the years in

your life, but the life in your years that counts. 6.反问句 Now that we



can draw the conclusion that daydreaming is most beneficial, why

not make good use of it to make life rich and rewarding? 7.结果状语

从句 First and foremost, the overall planners have to come up with

an overall development scheme so that all the later projects can be

fitted into it under coherent consideration. Just think of Deng

Xiaoping, who had three rises and three falls in life  which fortune

teller is so magical that he can tell such complicated life experiences?

Failure is such a common matter that every one of us may meet it

from time to time. 8.让步状语从句 Although we cannot say that it

brings no unfavorable consequences, we can be sure to conclude that

this practice is favorable on the whole. To begin with, although you

may feel anxious to finish the work when the deadline is drawing

near, it doesn’t mean you can finish your job with high quality.

What’s more, many students lack self-control to such an extent

that they chat for long hours even if they know it is harmful to both

their mental and physical health. No matter how responsible the

teachers are and how friendly the classmates are, you can only

depend on yourself once you step into the examination room. For

another, if a person is diligent and perseverant, he will realize his

dream no matter how poor, humble or unlucky he may be.[1] [2] 下
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